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SLOWLY PROGRESSING is I . F. Stone's characterization of a recent "working paper on gen--
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eral disarmament" released by the U . S . State Department recently.
While an improvement over the 1957 "package plan" in that it does

not tie all issues together in an inextricable knot ; "it does not 'forbid ? the spread of
nuclear arms to allies except for ? defensive' purposes!"

In other respects it represents a step backward . Eight years ago (May, 1952), the
United States proposed a ceiling of not more than 1,500,000 men each for the armed forces
of the U .S ., the U .S .S .R ., and China . The new proposal is for a ceiling of 2 .5 million
men for the U .S . and the U.S .S .R ., with later reduction to 2 .1 million men . "When we
phoned the Pentagon to ask for the latest figure on the U .S . armed forces, the reply was
2,490,035 . So we could hire 9,965 more soldiers under the first stage of this disarma-
ment plan! Khrushchev . . . offered a first stage reduction for the Big Three to 1 .7 mil-
lion men each . After all these years of claiming that we have to have nuclear arms to
counterbalance Soviet armed 'hordes,' and insisting that conventional forces must be cut
first before we could 'ban the bomb,' we're talking of bigger armies than the Russians ."

-- I . F. Stone's Weekly, March 21, 1960

NUCLEAR Much of this issue of PNL is devoted to the question of the Nuclear Testing
TEST BAN Treaty which is, perhaps, closer to realization than ever before . There is
POSSIBLE still much stalling around over the question of underground shots and their

detection . But, as Joseph Alsop points out in his column of March 30th, the
United States is confronted with the possibility that Russian intransigents might "con-
clude that this country was not negotiating in good faith if we rejected out of hand
the Soviet proposal for an inspected treaty covering detectable tests, plus an agreement
for a moratorium on tests that are as yet undetectable ."

Alsop related that much evidence available to President Eisenhower and Secret^ry of
State Herter indicates that there is a division in the highest levels of the Soviet
government "between a majority genuinely desiring agreement with the West and a minority
wanting nothing of the sort ." The minority seeks proof that the United States has not
been negotiating in good faith . "If we had given them anything they could use as such
proof, their 'I told you so's' would have been deafening . . . The hard-nosed minority
would then have become a hard-nosed majority . ! '

ON OUR it is apparent that similarly the highest circles of our government are not unan-
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imous in their desire for a nuclear test ban.

"Leader of the implacable opposition is Chairman John McCone of the Atomic Energy
Commission.

"He has never wavered in his determination to see testing resumed . Again and again
in conferences at the State Department he has dramatically invoked the Chinese-Russian
Communist hordes who will sweep away Western civilization unless they are deterred by
troops equipped with tactical atomic weapons for use in limited nuclear war . ..

"Once or twice in these heated conferences it has been pointed out that the Russians
could also resume nuclear testing and development and equip the Communist hordes with
smaller nuclear weapons . ..

"The distinguished physicist, Hans Bethe, who favors a compromise agreement, makes
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imous in their desire for a nuclear test ban.

"Leader of the implacable opposition is Chairman John McCone of the Atomic Energy
Commission.

"He has never wavered in his determination to see testing resumed . Again and again
in conferences at the State Department he has dramatically invoked the Chinese-Russian
Communist hordes who will sweep away Western civilization unless they are deterred by
troops equipped with tactical atomic weapons for use in limited nuclear war . ..

"Once or twice in these heated conferences it has been pointed out that the Russians
could also resume nuclear testing and development and equip the Communist hordes with
smaller nuclear weapons . ..

"The distinguished physicist, Hans Bethe, who favors a compromise agreement, makes
a good case that if the West had accepted the Rcu .;sian proposal to stop testing in 1955
the advantage today would be much stronger, since the Russians have used the interval to

catch up . But these contentions make no impression on McCone.

"Back of him is the brilliant and impassioned physicist, Edward Teller, director of

the AEC's Livermore laboratory in California . Out of Livermore came the concept of
Project Plowshare, aimed to prove that underground atomic explosions have important peace-

time uses . . ."

-- Marquis Childs, March 30, 1960

WHERE "Both sides have agreed to stop all nuclear-weapon testing causing poisonous
WE

	

fall-out ; that is, all tests in outer space, in the atmosphere, under water, or
STAND anywhere above ground .



"Both sides have agreed on the methods of verification and control for such a test

ban.

"Both sides have agreed - and this is a new position for the Soviets - that inspec-
tion methods are not yet adequate to detect small-yield underground tests.

"Both sides have agreed to undertake joint scientific studies to try to devise
better means of verifying underground tests ."

-- Roscoe Drummond, March 29, 1960
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"There is no risk at all that the big explosions prohibited by treaty could
THE RISKS? be carried out in secret . The treaty itself provides for a network of mon-

itoring stations . But even more important, so it seems to me, is the fact
that we are now capable by our own instruments, of detecting the kind of explosion which
the treaty would prohibit . We are able, so to speak, to monitor the monitors, to check
and to double check ."

The problem is with "the smaller underground explosions which would not be prohib-
ited by the treaty but which would be subject to a short moratorium ." Sneak tests would
be dangerous . "For while the scientists agree that the smaller explosions underground
cannot surely be distinguished from earthquakes, it is also true that they cannot surely
be concealed. The penalty for cheating would be enormous ." The penalty would be in the
loss of prestige at a time when the great powers are vying for influence in the rest of
the world.

-- Walter Lippmann, March 29, 1960
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"Only a foolproof disarmament scheme, involving destruction of all nuclear -7 :
TuIN?VING weapons in every category that have been manufactured and are now in the

stockpile, will begin to assure the world against a holocaust ; Neither side
is ready as yet to agree to such a plan ."

-- David Lawrence, March 31, 1960

A REAL Such thinking as that of Mr . Lawrence might lead one to the fruitless conclusion
DANGER that since no absolute certainties are possible with disarmament, and since we

can think of nothing else to do, we must continue with all speed to make bombs,
gas, germs, rockets, missiles, submarines, etc.

"It is said that we are now following the only feasible road in seeking disarmament
with iron-clad agreements on inspection . This is not the !middle road? it is claimed to .
be, for the preparations for war continue without let-up . This argument contains, more-
over, fatal fallacies . Inspection cannot be devised that will give absolute assurance
against manufacture or stockpiling of lethal weapons . Highly productive countries like
the U .S . and Russia will always be able to maintain facilities for making such arms,-
convertible almost overnight from peacetime industry . An inspection system is institu-
tionalized distrust, and as fragile,as any understanding so based ."

-- W . H . Ferry, Vice-President of. the
Fund for the Republic

THE POLITICS OF "Violence is not the same as power ; indeed, violence maybe considered
DEPIVILIZATION

	

to be the failure of power.

"The field of military psychiatry has become the inverse of psychoanalysis, just
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is ready as yet to agree to such a plan ."

-- David Lawrence, March 31, 1960

A REAL Such thinking as that of Mr . Lawrence might lead one to the fruitless conclusion
DANGER that since no absolute certainties are possible with disarmament, and since we
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"It is said that we are now following the only feasible road in seeking disarmament
with iron-clad agreements on inspection .- This is not the 'middle road ? it is claimed to ,
be, for the preparations for war continue without let-up . This argument contains, more-
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THE POLITICS OF "Violence is not the same as power ; indeed, violence may be considered
DEIVILIZATION

	

to be the failure of power.

"The field of military psychiatry has become the inverse of psychoanalysis, just
as bacteriological warfare has developed as the inverse of medical science . Military
psychiatry consciously searches for techniques to assist the process of decivilization,
to render men pliant ., . and to loosen their consciences and trigger fingers ."

Eugene V. Walter in Identity and Anxiety,
a collection of readings on "survival of
the person in mass society."
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